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ABSTRACT

Observation of ultra-high energy neutrinos, in particular detection of vT, from cos-

mologically distant sources like active galactic nuclei (AGN) opens new possibilities to

soirch for neutrino flavor conversion. We consider the effects of violation of the equiva-

lence principle (VEP) on propagation of these cosmic neutrinos. In particular, we discuss

the two effects: (1) the oscillations of neutrinos due to VEP in the gravitational field

of our Galaxy and in the intcrgalactic space, (2) resonance flavor conversion driven by

the gravitational potential of AGN. We show that ultra-high energies of the neutrinos as

well as cosmological distances to AGN, or strong AGN gravitational potential allow to

improve the accuracy of testing of the equivalence principle by 25 orders of magnitude

for massless neutrinos (A/ ~ 10~41) and by 11 orders of magnitude for massive neutrinos

( A / ~ 10~5S x (Am'/lcV2)). The experimental signatures of the transitions induced by

VEP are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cosmologically distant objects such as active galactic nuclei (AGN) can be sources

of intense high-energy neutrinos [lj. The flux of these cosmic neutrinos is flavor non-

symmetric. Models predict r neutrino flux being at least 3 orders of magnitude smaller

than fluxes of electron and muon neutrinos. This opens the possibility of searching for

the effects of neutrino flavor transitions over intcrgalactic distances by detecting cosmic

r neutrinos.

It was suggested recently [2] that large deep underwater neutrino detectors will be

able to identify the event induced by T neutrinos with energies above 1 PiA'. The r

neutrinos produce characteristic double-bang events in the DUMAND type detectors.

The first bang comes from charged current, interaction of a T neutrino and the second

from hadronic decay of the T lepton. With energies of PeV region the T tracks have

lengths of the order of 100 m and the two bangs are clearly separable. The authors [2j

argued that by requiring criterion of greater energy of second bang than (he first's the

events are essentially background-free, thereby guaranteeing the unambiguous detection

of r neutrinos.

The effec;s of vacuum oscillations of neutrinos from AGN have been studied [2]. It

is estimated that the neutrino flavor mixing and masses can be probed in regions where

oscillation probabilities arc greater than

P > (3 - 5) • 10" (1)

It is expected that the events display the similar anomalous ratio of f,, to v, as indicated

by the atmospheric neutrino observation [3] if it is due to the neutrino oscillation.

In this paper we will consider effects of tiny non-universality in gravitational couplings

of neutrinos on the high-energy cosmic neutrinos. Unlike the case of flavor mixing due to

masses the expected effects are extraordinarily large thanks lo ultra-high neutrino energies

and cosmological distances.

Some time ago it has been realized that the non-universality in gravitational couplings

of different flavor neutrinos results in neutrino flavor oscillation [<l]. It is quite analogous

to the well known phenomenon which arises due to neutrino masses and mixing and

the effects should be detectable experimentally. It therefore serves as a new tool of

exploring possible violation of Einstein's equivalence principle [5-7]. It may also imply

nobel mechanism which could solve the puzzles related with astrophysical neutrinos [8-10].

There has been mainly two proposals for appropriate experimental sites for observ-

ing such effect; the solar neutrino observation and the long-baseline neutrino oscillation



experiments. The sensitivities expected from the method range from 10~'4 to 10"1B, de-

pending upon how much one can expect for the accuracy of the experiments and how

far one can elaborate the analysis. But it appears difficult to go far beyond. It. has also

been discussed [11] that the arrival time difference between neutrinos and photons from

SNISSTa gives a bound on violation of the equivalence principle. The authors obtained a

modest bound of the order of 10"3.

In this paper we will show that by observing ultra-high energy neutrinos from cosmo-

logically distant sources one can drastically improve the accuracy of testing the equivalence

principle. The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we will consider gravity-induced

oscillations of massless neutrinos and estimate the sensitivity to violation of the equiva-

lence principle (VEP). In Sec. Ill the gravity effects in the presence of non zero neutrino

masses and vacuum mixing are discussed. In particular, we describe the resonance fla-

vor conversion driven by the gravitational potential of AGN. In Sec. IV experimental

signatures of the VF.P effects are considered. In Sec. V we summarize our results.

II. GRAVITATIONALLY INDUCED OSCILLATIONS OF NEUTRINOS FROM

AGN

Let us restrict, ourselves to the two-flavor case for simplicity. According to the hypoth-

esis on violation of equivalence principle (VEP) (<lj the flavor cigenstates vv and i>T arc

the mixtures of the gravity eigenstates, i/^, i*jj whose gravitational couplings /2G and

filG differ rrom the Newton constant G (/,• ^ 1 at least for one neutrino), and moreover,

differ from each other: /• 5= / i . By introducing gravitational mixing angle, 03, one can

write

, + sin Oji/jj, fr = — sin O^j + cos 03vi3 (2)

The non-universality of the gravitational couplings can be parametrized as

T (3)

Thus the second and the third neutrinos feel gravitational fields with slightly different

strengths. This leads to the difference in energies of the cigenstatcs (level energies)

V — - •' (4)

where E is the energy of neutrino and *( i ) = MCjr is the gravitational potential at

radius r from an object of mass M in the Keplerian approximation. The difference in

3

levcl energies induces a relative phase difference between the second and the third neutrino

wave functions which results in neutrino flavor oscillations in the same fashion as in the

mass-induced case.

Let us first suggest that neutrinos arc massless or have equal masses. As we will show

"later the matter effect, is negligibly small for the task. In this case the propagation of

neutrinos has a character of oscillations with the depth determined by 03 and with the

length, /,, determined by V};
•1-r

(5)

The oscillation probability can be written as

P = sin2 203 sin2(A/£ f <I>(T)(/T) . ((i)

The distinctive feature of (5) is that the oscillation length is inversely proportional to

the energy of neutrinos, in contrast with the case of mass-induced mechanism in which

it is proportional to E. The better sensitivity to A / would be reached if the neutrino

energy is higher and the path-length of traversing in gravitational fields is longer. It is for

neutrinos from AGN that these conditions arc realized. (We note that, the gravitational

potential fy(x) should remain small otherwise the present formulation breaks down). AGN

arc believed to produce very high energy neutrino spectrum extended to E ~ 10 PoV, [1].

They are typically located at the distances L,\GN ~ 100 Mpc from our Galaxy.

Let us show that in spite of cosmological distances matter effort on the neutrino con-

version can bo neglected. Consider the uc — vr system for which matter effect appears in

the first order in the weak interactions. The cosmological liaryon density estimated by

nucleosynthesis is />« ~ 10"31 g/cm3. This gives the width of matter in the intergftlactic

space: rf/c = py • 1<AGN ~ 3 • 10~5 g/cm2 According to spheroid-dark corona models

[14] the matter density of our Galaxy is p ~ (1 - ]0) x 10"2'' g/cm3. This leads to the

width da ~ i • (1 - 10) x 10"3 g/cm2. Finally, the width of matter in AGN from the

region of neutrino production is estimated as d^av ~ (IO~2 — 10"') g/cm2 [15]. Thus

total width, dtclai ss d^ax ~ (10~2 — 10"') g/cm2, is much smaller than the effective

width d0 = y/2icmiclGF * 2 • 109 g/cm2 needed for appreciable matter effect. For |/M - uT

channel the matter effect appears in high order of perturbation theory and the effective

width is even larger.

Let us find the sensitivity to A / for neutrinos from AGN. As follows from (6) for tins

we should estimate the integral / = J*(x)«/x along the neutrino trajectory. The integral

has three contributions:

A - .



I = I,ws + he, + /c, x, (t = AGN, IG, G) ,

where (I>(.r),tr;.v. <l>(x);c and $*(x)c are the potentials created by AGN itself, by all bodies

in intergalactic space between siipcrcluster and us, and by our Galaxy, respectively.

We get /..\o.v(r) ~ — i/?slog(r//?e) for a radial trajectory, where Rs is the

Schwarzschild radius of AGN and Rc is the radius of neutrino emission. Using MACS ~

108JUS as a typical mass of AGN, the former can be estimated as Rs ~ 3 x 10" m. Thus

IA(!X is of the order

10-'°Mpc. (S)

The effect in the intergalactic space is dominated by the gravitational field of the

so called great at tractor [12J. This superclustcr is located about ('13.5 ± 3.5) AQ1 Mpc

from us, where /i0 is in the range 0.5-1.0. Its mass is about Mac ~ 3 x 10l6/io'A/©,

where JU<J, is the solar mass. [13]. The gravitational potential 4>(x) of supcrclustcr of

mass t\[,e and at. distance R can be estimated in the Kcplerian approximation as —5.2 x

IO-e(/c/IOOA/;M:)-1(jU5,/101GjU^). Therefore, the weak-field approximation still applies.

The integral //r; satisfies the inequality

(9)

for any trajectories of path length I* within radius of 100 Mpc.

For our Galaxy we get, assuming radial trajectory, la = —GA/clog(Z,,ic,v/r) under

the Keplerian approximation. For the mass Me ~ IO'^VQ, £..|<7,V = 100 Mpc and r = 10

kpc this formula leads to la o: -10"T Mpc.

Therefore, the suporcluster dominates the gravitational effect: I ss lie,. The reason

is that, the path-length is of the order of linear dimension of region where gravitational

field is effective and it tends to cancel the inverse distance dependence of the Kcplcrtan

potential. Therefore, the oscillation probability is essentially governed by the mass of the

source of the gravitational field and we have Mlc S» MG S> MAGS-

Now it is straightforward to make an ordcr-of-magnitudc estimation of the sensitivity.

For 17= 1 PeV and lla (* = 10~5, and the distance I of 100 Mpc), one gets

|/ ;cE|>|*E/,|=1.5x JO41, (10)

which means according to (6) that the phases of oscillation of order unit}' will be obtained

for A / > 10~J1.

If the great attractor is a fake object then the dominant effect would be due to the

gravitational field of our Galaxy: / a* [C;- In this case the expected sensitivity to A / is

~ 10"37 which still implies a great improvement of sensitivity by more than 20 orders of

magnitude. Tills Af can be considered as the conservative estimation of the sensitivity.

III. GRAVITATIONALLY INDUCED TRANSITIONS IN THE PRESENCE OF

NEUTRINO MASSES

Most probably neutrinos arc massive and mixed. The gravitational effects itself can

generate via the nonrcnormalizablc interactions the neutrino masses of the order v2/Mp ~

10~5 cV [16], where i> is the clcctrowcak scale and Mf is the Planck mass. Moreover,

there are some hints from solar, atmospheric, cosmological as well as accelerator data

that neutrino masses are even larger than that, value. Forthcoming experiments will be

able to check these hints.

In this connection we will consider the gravitational effects in the presence of neutrino

masses and mixing, suggesting that, the latter will be determined from these; forthcoming

experiments with rather good accuracy.

In the presence of vacuum and gravity mixing the effective Hamiltonian of neutrino

system in the flavor basis v = (fWi"r) l s (see e-8- Rpf- PI):

( - c sN f~c3 n}\

) + V * \

(11)

where <5 = Am'/'IJ? with A»is = W32 — ni2
i, c = cos'20, and c.j = cos203. etc. As we

hive shown in Sec. II the matter effects can be neglected.

From (II) one gets for the mixing angle in medium, 0m:

tan20m =
cS +

(12)

Evidently, for \ j ^ 5 the mixing is determined by gravity mixing: 0m RS 07. And for

Vg <K S the mixing angle is approximately equal to that of the vacuum mixing: 0m « 0.

Note that according to (12) mixing angle is zero at

(13)

In the exceptional case 0j = flone has from (12) tan2flm = tan '20. The evolution of the

neutrinos is then reduced again to oscillations with the depth sin220 and the oscillation

length

6



/ , =
2-

(M)

The phases due to mass difference and the gravitational effects add up and the latter dom-

inates if V3 > 5, or explicitly, A / > Am2/(2/?2<l>). For supercluster potential <J>Ji: ~ 10"5

and E = 1 PcV we get A / > 5 x 10"3r>,5 x 10"39,5 x 10"" for Am2 = 10"10,10"2,10

cV2, respectively. However, in all these cases the oscillations are averaged and even if

Am2 will be known it will be impossible to identify the gravity effects.

If 0 y£ 03 the Hamiltonian (11) can lead to the resonant flavor conversion due to

the change of V3 with distance, tlie gravity version of the Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein

(MSW) mechanism [17). Note that apart from a brief remark in [7] the consideration in

the existing literatures is restricted to the level crossing driven by matter density change

with distance. Here we describe the level crossing driven by gravitational potential change

rather than matter density change. The resonance condition is

C3

ami the resonance value of the potential equals

Am2 cos 20
" ~ ~ 2 £ 2 A

Correspondingly, V3 in the resonance is Vj" = .

The ndiabnticity condition in the resonance reads [7.10]

(<?sin20-f ^ sin 20

(15)

(10)

(17)
resonance

The adiabaticity condition simplifies under the Keplerian approximation. Substituting

= — Vj/r and using the resonance condition (15) we can rewrite (17) as

(tan 20 - tan 103f cos 203 » — , (IS)

where r« is the radius nt which the resonance condition is fulfilled: r# = r/i(A/).

For fixed Am2 and c ss c3 ss 1 (namely, for not very small angle factors in (18)), the

minimal and maximal values of the potential <1> determine, via the resonance condition,

the range of A / for which the resonance conversion may take place. In turn, A / and

the corresponding r/j give the lower bound on mixing angles through the adiabaticity

condition (IS).

If vacuum mixing angle satisfies the adiabaticity condition alone, i.e. sin2 20 a

tan2 20 S> ()'n<5)~', then 03 can be arbitrarily small. The role of the gravitational ef-

fect is reduced in this case just to level splitting. On the contrary, for 0 = 0 one has the

lower bound on the gravitational mixing

sin220, » —7 .
r,,6

(19)

For fixed mixing angles the adiabaticity condition can he rewritten as the lower bound

on A/ . Indeed, substituting in (IS) 5 from the resonance condition (15) we find

2 x 10-" / E y l (MAC-XY'
J (tan20-tan2OJ)*cos20., \ l P e W \1O8A/0J ' l '

If the adiabaticity condition is fulfilled then the transition probability is determined

by the initial and final mixing:

= - ( ! -cos20,cos20f) . (21)

In this connection let us consider a dependence of mixing angle on the potential <I> or

level splitting V3 = A/<P/J/2. The 0m as the function of <I> crucially depends on the sign

of Ani JA/, and on whether 03 > 0 or 03 < 0. We focus first on the resonant, channel.

Am JA/ > 0, and consider these two cases separately.

1). 0, < 0. In this case |V.,0| > \\'J<\. At |l-''| 3> |K,"|, the gravity mixing dominates and

0m ss 03 + ;r/2. With diminishing \VS\, 0m decreases and becomes zero nt V3 = V3". It.

crosses the resonance at 0m = TT/A and then approaches 0m = 0 at. |1'3 | <K |(5|.

2). 03 > 0. Kow \V3°\ < \V»\. At | l ' / | » \V>>\, 0m a 03-TT/2, Then, with diminishing \V3\

0m increases and crosses resonance when 0m = — it/A, At. V3 = V3 the angle 0m vanishes

so that sin220m = 0, and then 0m approaches vacuum value 0.

In the nonrcsonant channel, movement, of the angle 0m is simpler. Under the same

variation of V3 as above it starts from 0m = 03 nnd ends up with 0 without crossing zero

irrespective of the relative magnitudes of 0} and 0.

Suppose that the initial potential (the potential at the production point) is much Inrgcr

than the one at resonance, <t>j S> *«, and the final potential is much smaller than the

value at resonance, $/ <g <fr/i. In this case the transition probability in the adialmtic

approximation (21) becomes:

1
(22)

where the plus sign is for resonant channels (Am*A/ > 0), and the minus sign in for

nonresonant channels (Am2A/ < 0).

Let us mark one interesting feature related to zero in mixing at V7 = V° (13). If

the initial (final) potential is such that V3 = V° for 03 < 0 [0, > 0), then the transition



probability in the resonance channel reduces to P = cos2 0 (P = cos2 03) as in the case of

conversion in matter.

Let us consider the flavor transitions of the neutrinos from AGN using the results (15)

- (22). Following the scenarios described in (lj, we assume that neutrinos are produced

within the region located at. the distance Re = (10 — \G0)Rs from the center of AGN, here

Rs is the Schivarzscliild radius: ft- ~ 3 x Wu [MAr,y I \$* MQ) m. For radii larger than

the neutrino production point we may use the Kcplerian approximation for the potential

of AGN. The total potential probed by neutrinos on the way to the Earth is

* , o =

Here

- 5 *

(Si)

(24)

is the AGN potential at the neutrino production point, and for simplicity we take the

potential in tlie intergalactic space lo be constant.: <J>jc = 1VT5. Therefore, at. the neu-

trino production point 4>°Aas dominates over the supercluster and the galactic effects: For

AGN located about 100 Mpc froni us it is about 3 and 7 orders of magnitude larger than

the potentials of Great attractor and the Milkcy way galaxy, respectively. We will neglect

the potential of our Galaxy.

For fixed A / the dependence of the transition probability on the neutrino energy (or

E!/Ar>i~) is the following. For small energies the mass-induced vacuum oscillation effect

dominates:

IP « isin2'^ for -f-: <
2 A2 (25)

For larger energies the transition probability is described by Pa in (22). if the adiabaticity

condition is fulfilled:

F2

p~Pa for ~ >
w " 2^7 • (26)

Moreover, in the region where AGN potential dominates over 1G potential the resonance

conversion takes place (in resonant channels). This corresponds to

Here the transition probability P > 1/2 and can be close to 1. Note that with diminishing

the potential of siipercluster the region of the resonance effect increases. Moreover, if the

9

<I>fG < 10"' the resonance conversion may take place in the gravitational field of our

Galaxy.

For much larger energies the mass splitting can be neglected and the dominant, effect

is due to gravitationally induced oscillations:

/v2 1
P a -sin220., for (28)

Once the adiabaticity condition is satisfied in the AGN gravitational field the transition

probability (22) applies also to the nonresonant channels.

We note that the resonance flavor conversion is effective thanks to the fact I hat the

mass of AGN is concentrated in a small region of space since it. is dominated by its central

black hole. Since our Galaxy is niorc massive than the typical AGN one might, suspect

that once converted neutrinos at. around AGN could be reconverted by our Galaxy's

gravitational field. It does not occur for <I>/r; ~ IO"r>: the gravitational potrntinl of the

Galaxy is at most <&c ~ 10"" because its mass is extended to ~ 10 kpc.

Let us consider the sensitivity to A / suggesting as in [2] that future underwater

experiments will be sensitive to flavor transition with probability as small as in (I). (This

corresponds to mixing parameter in the region of averaged oscillations sill2 20 ~ 10"2).

Let us denote the average energy of the detected neutrinos E. Then, we can distinguish

three ranges of A / corresponding to three energy regions defined in (25), (27), and (28).

Region f:

A / < A//1C.V (23)

where

The gravity docs not play role and the effect, of mass-induced vacuum oscillation domi-

nates.

Region If:

A/ < &f,n ,

where

(31)

(32)

Here neutrinos undergo resonance conversion driven by a potential of the AGN nnd the

transition probability can be close to 1 if both 0 and 03 are small.

10



Region III:

A/ » A//c . (33)

Here gravitational effect dominates and neutrinos oscillate due to VEP. The probabilit}1

converges to P = i sin2 20.,.

Suppose that the angle factor in (20) is of order unity. The region of A / which

satisfies the adiabaticity condition is then given by A / » 2 x 10"33. If Am2 > 10~4 eV2

the adiabaticity holds in whole region where the resonance condition is met, as one can

sec from (30). If 10"7 eVJ ^Am 2<10~ 4 eV2 the adiabaticity region partially overlaps

with the resonance region. If Am2 < 10"" eV2 there is no overlapping between two regions

and the resonance conversion does not occur.

IV. OBSERVATIONAL SIGNATURE OF GRAVITY EFFECTS

Let us now discuss possibility of identifying the gravity effect. If neutrinos are massless

or degenerate, an excess signals for r neutrinos in underwater installations would imply

evidence for neutrino flavor transition not. clue to mass-induced neutrino oscillation. The

gravity effect discussed in this paper would serve as a good candidate mi-chanisin for such

a transition: the observation of vT may testify for violation of the equivalence principle

with parameter Af > 10"" and sin220j >0.0I.

The problem is: how to prove this? There exists a clear signature for that the gravity

is responsible for such i>. events. In fact, undei water experiments will give also the ratio

of number of events induced by uT and i/(1: we will denote it vtfuv. Also ratios involving

events induced by electron neutrinos like vtjvr will be measured. We note that the

dominant gravitational effect is dun either to the superclustcr potential if it exists, or

to our Galaxy if it does not. Tlien, one can expect asymmetry of the i^/",/ (as well as

i/,[i'u) ratio either between toward and away the supercluster, or with respect to the right

ascension. If observed, it would provide a strong evidence in favor of the gravitational

oscillation effect.

One might wonder if the asymmetry can be completely wiped out by superposing the

contributions from various AGN. It. is not the case. Suppose that the oscillation length is,

for example, of the order of 100 Mpc. Roughly speaking, neutrinos from AGN at much far

from the distance do not contribute to the asymmetry because of averaging of oscillations.

Neutrinos from AGN much closer to us also do not contribute because there is no enough

space to oscillate. Therefore, only the AGN's located at the distance comparable with

oscillation length contribute to asymmetry.

In the case of Galaxy, the asymmetry may appear if supercluster potential is wetiker

than the galactic one and if the oscillation length is comparable with galactic scale.

If an excess of i/T events will not. he found, then this will allow one to exclude the

region of parameters sin2 20, > 10~2, A / > A/..itj.v (sec Eq. (30)), where for Am2 in

A/,ic.v one should take the upper experimental bound on neutrino mass difference.

As we have discussed in Sec. HI most, probably neutrinos are massive and mixed, and

moreover there is a good chance that forthcoming experiments will measure Am2 mid

sin2 20. In the massive neutrino case the signature of the gravity effect is quite different,

from that, of the massless case. Basic feature of the signal is the deviation of the observed

ratio I'r/Cp's (as well as t'elv,,) from the one stipulated by vacuum oscillations. Gravity

induced mixing can both suppress and enhance i'r-signal.

If A / takes the value in the Region II (31) the gravitational .M.SU' effect occurs in flu?

/esonant channel. The resonant, conversion of isu to ur will have the probability P > 1/2.

Therefore, observation of the ratio i'T/i'/s larger than 1 would provide clear evidence for

the gravitational MSW effect.

The asymnv try betveen toward and away the supcrcluster does not- prevail the case

of gravitational MSW effect occurring for AGN neutrinos.

In nonresonant channel the gravity effect is described by the transition probability

(22) with minus sign. For 0} > 0 (07 < 0), the gravity effect enhances (suppresses) the

transition. The modification is largest if the vacuum angle 0 is small and ilicgmi'ityflflglc

is large, 03 ~ j .

If A / falls into Region III (33) the signal would mimic the one due to vacuum fin

vor oscillation. But, since we assume that the masses and vacuum mixing angles will

be determined by future experiments, the difference between 0} and 0 should show up

in the measured ratio of vr to //„ and would be observable. In Region III the dominant

gravitational effect is due to the siipercluster potential. Then one can expect, asymmetry

of the t'T — Vp ratio between toward and away the supercluster if the averaging effect is

weak.

Let us discuss experimental signatures and estimate the sensitivity region for VEP

parameters for two probable scenarios of neutrino masses and mixing which will be checked

by forthcoming experiments.

I. The heaviest neutrino (which practically coincides with vT) has the mass in the cosmo-

logically interesting region: m$ = (3 — 7) cV, so that Ar7i2 = (10 —50) eV2 in suggestion

of mass hierarchy. For these values of masses the experimental bound on mixing angle is

12



sin220 < 5 • I0~3. We will suggest also that mixing with electron neutrinos is negligibly

small.

In this ca5C the effect of mass-induced vacuum oscillation can be neglected. Measuring

the ratio uT/t/,, > 0.01 in the detectors would then be an indicator of the mechanism of

flavor conversion. Observation of the large ratio, uT(utl > 1, would provide a clear evidence

for the gravitational MSW effect. From the resonance condition we find the resonance

region for A/ :

/ \ 2 \ ~1

(34)

Then for fixed A/ the suliahaticity condition gives the hound on mixing angles

(35)

If lepton mixing is similar to quark mixing then one expects sin220 > 10"3 for uT — uu. In

this case the acliabaticity condition is satisfied by vacuum mixing alone and gravitational

angle can be arbitrarily small.

Non-observation of such signal will allow one to exclude the whole region of parameters

(3-1) and 03 not. too close to 0.

Observation of a moderately-large ratio, 0.01 < vr/"v < 1 would be the signal for one

of the following three possibilities; the nonadiabatic gravitational MSW mechanism (in

resonant channel), or tho nonresonant adiabatic conversion with transition probability

Pa as sin203 (in nonresonant. channel), or oscillations in the intergalactic gravitational

field with sin2203 > 0.01. fn the first case, A / should take the value around (3-1) and

03 ~ 0 to violate the adiabaticity which is well satisfied bj- vacuum mixing alone. In the

other two cases, the region sin220}>0.01 will he probed.

2. The heaviest mass is H13 ~ O.I eV and t/M — uT mixing is large: sin2 20 ~ 0.5 — 1, so

that ull — vT oscillations solve the atmospheric neutrino problem.

For neutrinos from AGN one predicts then the ratio v-,\va < 1. The observation

of larger ratio: I'r/i',, > I. signaling an almost complete adiabatic conversion of i/(, to uT

will be cleat signature for the gravitational MSW effect. Typical interval of the VEP

parameter are

= 10" 3 0 -5 x 10"28 . (36)

The adiabaticity condition is satisfied by large vacuum mixing angle, and 0o can be

arbitrarily small.

13

In the nonrcsonant channel the gravitational effect manifests in a different manner. If

A / is in Region II (31): A / > 1O~30, and the gravitational mixing angle 03 is smaller than

the vacuum angle 0, the gravitational effect suppresses neutrino transition. Namely, the i/T
signal will be smaller than the one expected for mass-induced vacuum oscillations. Using

Eq.(22) with 0, <SL I we find transition probability P = stn2ff instead of P = \ sin2 '20 in

the absence of VEP. In such a way the transition probability is reduced by '10% and 30%

for sin2 20 = 0.6 and 0.S, respectively.

In Region III (33) the averaged transition probability equals P = £ sin* 200 and for

small 07 suppression can be much stronger, so that vT signal will not ho observable at. all.

V. CONCLUSION

1. Cosmo'.ogical distances ( ~ 100 Mpc) and ultrahigh energies (~ I PeV) of neutrinos

from AGN open unique possibility to improve an accuracy of testing the equivalence

principle by II - 25 orders of magnitude.

2. For massless neutrinos VEP can induce the oscillations i>,,—uT of cosmic neutrinos which

may lead to an observable u, signal in the large underwater installations. The sensitivity

to the parameters of tho VEP can be estimated as A / > 10"J1 and sin2203 > 2 • 10~2.

Fn the case of the nonaveraged oscillations (A/ at the lower bound) 0110 can expect an

anisotropy of the ur signal correlated to the position of the Great AUractor or with

orientation of our Galaxy.

3. In the case of massive neutrinos the gravitational effects due to VEP can modify vacuum

oscillations. For certain values of the parameters neutrinos may undergo the resonance

flavor conversion driven by the gravitational potential of AGN (or our Galaxy, if the

intcrgalactic potential is sufficiently small). We have found that, the gravitational effects

become important if Af>AfAGK ~ 10-2S(Am2/l eV2). For A / ~ (I - \VP)&fAas

one may expect the resonance conversion - almost complete transition of utt to ur. In

this region a strong observable effect may exist for arbitrarily small sin2207. For A / »

(1 — lO'JA/̂ CyV neutrinos undergo the gravity induced oscillations and vacuum mixing

effect can be neglected.

4. The VEP effects can be identified if the gravitational mixing differs appreciably from

vacuum mixing. The ratio vT/i>,, > I is the clear signature of the resonance conversion.

In general, VEP effects will manifest itself as deviation of the observed signals like ratios

frff,, and u,,jvr from those expected by vacuum oscillations. Of course, the latter can be

predictable only if neutrino masses and mixing are determined by forthcoming neutrino

l'l



experiments. For small vacuum mixing VEP can enhance the !/„ — vT transition and the

i/T-signal. On the contrary, for large vacuum mixing VEP can lead to suppression of the

i/r-signal.

5. If deviation from vacuum oscillation effects will not be found then one will be able to

exclude very large new region of the VEP - parameters.
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